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This innovative and easy-to-maneuver healthcare cart features sit-to-stand height 
adjustment (63,5 cm total), independent screen positioning and a larger worksurface 
with room for a keyboard and mouse, without the need for an additional tray. The 
worksurface slides out and locks at 12 cm, providing a comfortable working distance 
from the monitor. 

The StyleView 41—Sliding Worksurface comes standard with a heavy-duty  
monitor lift to support multiple configurations, including all-in-one computers, with a 
maximum weight of 10,9 kg. It travels easily across carpet or hard surface floors with 
ultra-smooth gliding casters and has a small footprint, so it’s perfect  
for space-constrained areas.

EASY-TO-MANEUVER MEDICAL CART OFFERS  
SPACIOUS, ADJUSTABLE WORKSURFACE

•  Offers a larger worksurface with more room to 
complete tasks and space for a keyboard and 
mouse

•  Features a sliding worksurface that locks at  
12 cm, providing a comfortable working 
distance from the monitor 

•  Includes a heavy duty monitor riser as 
standard to support multiple configurations, 
including all-in-one computers, with a 
maximum weight of 10,9 kg

•  Responds to caregivers’ touch so nurses can 
effortlessly maneuver to the point of need and 
focus on their patients

•  Uses a single motion fluid adjustment 
to switch between sitting and standing, 
promoting caregiver wellness and productivity

•  Supports a wide range of accessories with 
rear T-slot mounting channel

•  Five-year warranty

StyleView 41 Cart— 
Sliding Worksurface



1  Supports displays and all-in-one computers up to 24″ and provides 25 degrees 
of tilt and 90 degrees of rotation. Portrait orientation may be incompatible with 
wide-screen displays > 19″

2  Heavy-duty monitor lift supports multiple configurations with a maximum weight 
of 10,9 kg

3  Spacious worksurface (55,6 x 59,6 cm) extends out 12 cm to fit a keyboard, 
mouse and other small items 

4 Rear basket stores task-related items for easy access

5  Optional front tray accessory moves in tandem with the height-
adjustable worksurface

6   Supports a wide range of accessories with rear T-slot mounting 
channel

7  Four 4″ (10,2 cm) casters with bearings for smooth gliding are designed 
to last; two front casters are lockable

8  Compact wheel-to-wheel base dimensions: 43 x 53,3 cm

Durable, easy-to-clean exterior composed of 
aluminum, high-grade plastic and zinc-plated steel

Part # SV41-6320

Product Includes Fully-assembled StyleView cart with extendable worksurface, 
heavy-duty monitor riser, integrated front tray and back basket

Worksurface Dimensions 55,6 x 59,6 cm

Typical LCD/AIO ≤ 24″

Lift 51 cm for main lift engine, 13 cm for LCD Pivot

Weight Capacity 12,2 kg (combined LCD, worksurface, internal compartment and 
front tray when mounted to adjust with height adjustments)

VESA MIS-D

Cart Weight 31,3 kg

Shipping Dimensions 133 x 62,3 x 89 cm

Shipping Weight 44,3 kg

Warranty 5-year warranty for mechanical components
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Download additional resources at ergotron.com.
For more information:
EMEA: +31.33.45.45.600 / info.eu@ergotron.com
Custom: custom@ergotron.com
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Keyboard, mouse and other small items  
fit on top of the spacious worksurface 

without the need for a separate  
keyboard tray

Extendable worksurface pulls out  
12 cm to expose a convenient  

storage space

Optional front tray accessory moves in 
tandem with the worksurface (98-134)


